Australian Institute of Physics (SA Branch)

QUIZ NIGHT

Test your knowledge of SCIENCE!!
The 2000 AIP-SA Science Quiz Night

You are invited to participate in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} SA-Branch of the AIP Quiz Night. You will be competing against high school students as part of the AIP-SA drive to promote science awareness in Australian youth.

Date & Time: Friday 25\textsuperscript{th} August 2000 at 6:15 pm – 9 pm

Venue: Upper Refectory, Level 4, Union Building, Adelaide University

Entry: $3 per student; $5 per adult

Bring: FOOD AND DRINKS (BYO)

Win: Perpetual Shield Prizes and Certificates for Best School, Spot Prizes

Note: room is limited, so nominate teams early.

Send team nominations to Dr Stephen Russell
VIPAC, 21 King William St., Kent Town, SA 5067
fax 8362 0793 - ph 8362 5445 (for more information)